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Abstract

This paper revisits topology optimization of heat conduction structures for minimum thermal

compliance and minimum maximum temperature, respectively. For both optimization problems,

volume-to-line and volume-to-point structures are optimized based on three material interpolation

models describing different design spaces regarding the relation between material density and ef-

fective conductivity. The numerical results are backed up by analytical studies. Comparisons of

results show that lamellar needle structures, rather than commonly seen tree structures, consti-

tute the optimal topologies for heat conduction. This contradicts the usual hypothesis drawn from

the observation of natural transferring systems and designs from numerous related studies. The

conclusion still holds when a minimum length scale is imposed for both high and low conductive

phases. Finally, the minimum thermal compliance problem and the min-max temperature problem

are compared in terms of optimal microstructures. Lamellar microstructures with the normal to the

material layers bisecting the gradients of direct and adjoint solutions are optimal for both types of

problems. The variable thickness sheet model is optimal only for the self-adjoint minimum thermal

compliance problem.
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1. Introduction

The volume-to-point problem in heat conduction has attracted considerable attention. A general

definition of the problem based on the concept proposed by Bejan [1] is as follows: Consider a

finite-size volume in which heat is generated at every point. The volume is cooled through a small

patch (heat sink) located on its boundary where the temperature is prescribed. Every point of the5

volume is made of either high or low conductive material and the volume fraction of high conductive

material is finite. Design the distribution of materials such that the heat conduction performance of

the volume is maximized. In the extensive literature on this problem, different parameters are used

as the metric for the heat conduction performance and different design approaches are proposed,

as summarized in Table 1.10

Table 1: Literature on the volume-to-point problem

Objective function (min) Approach Rule Paper
Tmax Constructal theory Theoretical analysis [1–7]
Cth TO (Density-based models) MMA [8]
Tmax, Tav, Cth TO (SIMP) MMA [9]
Weighted sum of Tmax, Tav TO (SIMP) MMA [10]
Cth TO (SIMP) MMA [11, 12]
Cth TO (SIMP) Optimality criterion [13]
Weighted sum of Cth, Ein TO (Level set) [14]
Cth TO (Microstructures) MMA [15]
Cth TO (SSM and SIMP) MMA [16]
Geometric Tav TO MMA [17]
Heat flow path TO Evolutionary algorithm [18]

Entropy generation TO
Temperature gradient-
based principle

[19]

Tmax, Tav TO Genetic algorithm [20, 21]
Temperature gradient
difference

TO Cellular automaton [22]

Tav Generative approach Growth algorithm [23]

Generative approach
Space colonization algorithm
and genetic algorithm

[24]

Tmax Generative approach Genetic algorithm [25]

Tmax : maximum temperature, Tav : average temperature, Cth : thermal compliance, Ein : interface energy,
TO: topology optimization, SIMP: Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization model, SSM: Stiffness Spreading
Method.

At the same time as proposing the volume-to-point problem, Bejan developed the constructal

theory [1] to solve it by which material distributions minimizing the maximum temperature were
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theoretically determined. The smallest building blocks (elemental volumes) were optimized at first

in terms of the geometric aspect ratio. To cool a greater volume, elemental volumes were lined up by

a new high conductive path and the first assembly was built. Higher order assemblies were assembled15

successively from lower order ones in a similar way. Although geometric parameters of constructal

networks were optimized step by step, no explanation was given on the optimality of the assembling

approach which inevitably leads to trees with branches. Later, more exact constructal theory-based

derivations were developed in [4] by dropping the assumption on the effective conductivity of the

first assembly used in [1]. A new series of constructal trees were obtained, but still left the question20

on the optimality of the assembling approach unresolved. In [3], Bejan concluded that increasing

the complexity of constructal trees makes sense for reducing the maximum temperature of the

volume. However, Ghodoossi [5, 6] proved that the sequence of constructal designs from simple

toward complex trees does not improve the heat conduction performance in general. Marck et al.

[7] found that the performance of construtal trees strongly depends on the volume fraction of the25

high conductive material and not on the structural complexity.

Different from the constructal theory, topology optimization methods provide more degrees of

freedom in design and allow to study different objective functions and complex design domains [26].

As shown in Table 1, thermal compliance, maximum temperature and weighted sums of them are

the most widely used objective functions. Design approaches employing the SIMP model [27, 28],30

level-set and microstructures have been studied. Gradient-based algorithms and genetic algorithms

are used to solve the optimization problems. To explore the effect of design space, Manuel and

Lin [8] used 6 fixed and 6 tunable density-based material interpolation models, including the Solid

Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) model and the Rational Approximation of Material

Properties (RAMP) model [29], for minimizing the thermal compliance. The design results from a35

uniform initial guess include gray material distributions and discrete trees. In traditional level-set

based topology optimization approaches, holes cannot be added to the design domain and thus

initial guesses have a crucial effect on design results. To circumvent this problem, Yamada et al.

[14] incorporated a fictitious interface energy term into the thermal compliance and reformulated

the level set function. The obtained designs for the volume-to-point problem are trees with different40

degrees of geometry complexity controlled by the weight of the fictitious interface energy term. Li

et al. [16] studied the optimization of volume-to-point structures for high and low conduction

regions with the addition of high conductive pipes, also resulting in tree-like structures. Changing
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implementation details of the optimization process leads to different design results despite starting

from the same initial guess, which exemplifies the existence of local minima. In [18], Li et al.45

proposed a concept named heat flow path across which no heat is transferred and thus the heat

flow paths are tangent to temperature gradients at every point of the design domain. During the

optimization, the distribution of heat flow paths are homogenized by converting elements at low

heat flux regions to be low conductive. Different tree-like design results are obtained from different

initial guesses.50

In the references listed in Table 1 employing topology optimization approaches, all the resulting

discrete optimized designs are tree structures with only two exceptions. Based on single precision

graphical processing unit (GPU) programming, Wadbro and Berggren [13] optimized a volume-

to-point structure using up to one million elements. In addition, a strict convergence condition

and a slow continuation approach to update the penalization factor were used. Apparently, in55

this case the optimized designs became lamellar or needle-like instead of tree structures, even if

based on a uniform initial guess. By construction, due to an anisotropic formulation not un-like

the microstructure approach used in our work, Dede [15] also obtained lamellar structures instead

of trees, but without a density dependence.

Probably inspired by the functional similarity between heat transfer structures and natural60

mass transfer systems and the branching configurations possessed by the latter, some generative

approaches have been developed based on the assumption that dendritic or tree-like topologies are

preferable for heat conduction. A volume-to-point problem similar to that in [16] was studied in

[23], where high conductive pipes were added into the low conductive base material step-by-step

and positions and sizes of high conductive pipes were optimized. Aiming at obtaining branching65

configurations of high conductive pipes which were conceived as optimal for heat conduction, a

branching promotion strategy was developed. The resulting designs are inevitably tree structures.

In [24], the distribution of high conductive material was parameterized as the distribution of auxins

and extracted by a space colonization algorithm which was chosen specifically to produce complex

dendritic structures. By updating the auxin distribution, diversified dendritic topologies were ob-70

tained. In [25], the lengths, thicknesses and bifurcation angles of dendritic structures were treated

as design variables and optimized by a genetic algorithm to minimize the maximum temperature of

the volume. The comparison of obtained trees at different bifurcation levels showed that complexity,

i.e. volume-filling, is a common feature of good designs.
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Starting from Murray’s law [30], and further inspired by all the above works, researchers have75

gradually realized that branching and tree-like topologies are a common feature of natural volume-

to-point systems. An overwhelming majority of the designs from the intensive study on the volume-

to-point problem are hence tree-like, independent of whether the design approaches are targeted

at tree structures or not. Remarks like “it can be seen that the design results resemble natural

tree networks” can be found in related literature [1, 9, 12, 19, 22, 24], implying that tree struc-80

tures have been accepted as the optimal topologies of volume-to-point structures. However, the

study in this paper shows that lamellar needle-like structures instead of tree structures are the true

optimal topologies for volume-to-point structures in the context of steady-state heat conduction for

minimum thermal compliance and minimum maximum temperature, respectively. Hence transfer-

ring optimization cannot be the pure reason for natural transfer systems being trees. Other physics,85

load fluctuations, structural requirements, or the need for damage adaption [31, 32] may play an

important role in inducing the morphogenesis of branches and even loops.

The intuitive explanation for tree structures not being optimal is simple: The most efficient way

to transport heat from a point in the structure to the sink is a straight line. Hence, any detour, as

provided by tree structures, is less efficient. Establishing branches may only become an advantage90

if thicker branches conduct heat nonproportionally to thinner ones. However, this is not the case

for the heat conducting structures considered here.

From the applied mathematics community it has long been known that optimal designs for 2D

structures under single load conditions can be obtained by so-called rank-1 laminates, both when

minimizing the thermal compliance and the maximum temperature[33–35]. Rank-1 laminates are95

simple layerings of the high and low conductor. The resulting designs generally have large seemingly

gray regions, which denote optimally oriented and proportioned local lamellar microstructures.

Visualizing these structures results in infinitely fine, lamellar or needle-like structures. The research

presented in this paper was inspired by the apparent discrepancy: Considering that rank-1 lamellar

(and hence non-tree) structures have been proven to be optimal by applied mathematicians, why do100

constructal theory and numerical studies indicate that tree structures are optimal?

The numerical topology optimization approaches reviewed above all make use of design domains

made up of a fixed grid where the conductivity of each grid element is a variable. GA-approaches

directly solve the discrete material distribution problem, whereas more efficient density or SIMP

approaches use continuous design variables and gradients and thereby allow to solve problems105
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with finer discretizations. However, to avoid convergence to non-discrete solutions, penalization

approaches must be applied to the latter. Penalization makes the optimization problem non-convex

and hence prone to getting stuck in local minima (tree structures). In this paper, we show that when

good initial guesses are used and hence local minima are avoided, (near-)optimal lamellar designs

can also be achieved by penalized density-based approaches. Alternatively, very slow continuation110

strategies or an additional local volume constraint can be implemented to obtain designs of similar

quality, as shown in Appendix A4. In the optimization using these penalized approaches, an implicit

minimum length scale may be enforced by the discretization level of the design domain. This may

have a strong influence on the topologies of resulting designs [36]. However, as our study shows, the

best performing designs are still lamellar, even if the minimum length scale is explicitly imposed.115

To support our points, the paper is built up as follows. Section 2 contains numerical studies

for two simple volume-to-line problems that can be seen as 1D problems and hence allow in-depth

analytical verifications and discussions. Section 3 studies the more complex and widely used square

volume-to-point problem. The numerical studies are based on three different material interpolation

models described in Section 2. These encompass the optimal rank-1 microstructure scheme, the120

penalized density approach (here realized through the Rational Approximation of Material Prop-

erties (RAMP) model), and the simple variable thickness sheet model. Sections 2 and 3 consider

the minimum thermal compliance problems, whereas Section 4 considers the same volume-to-line

and volume-to-point problems, however for the min-max temperature objective. All numerical and

analytical studies support that lamellar structures are superior to tree structures. This observation125

is further supported by analytical studies and direct comparisons with the literature as provided in

Appendices A1-A4. A comparison and discussion of the rank-1 microstructure scheme compared to

the variable thickness sheet model is given in Section 5 and overall conclusions are given in Section

6.

2. Volume-to-line problems130

Instead of studying the volume-to-point problem directly, we start our work from two simpler

volume-to-line problems shown in Figures 1 (a) and 2 (a). The structures have a spatially uniform
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heat generation rate which is independent of temperature and material distribution 2. The boundary

on the left side, ‘line’, serves as the heat sink where the temperature is prescribed and the rest of

the boundary is heat insulated.135

1

0 L

L

W

(a)

(c) (b)

Figure 1: Rectangular volume-to-line structure. (a) Design domain, (b) Optimal design obtained for the optimal
microstructures scheme (grey scale indicating lamellar regions), (c) Optimal design for the variable thickness sheet
model – both obtained for the minimum thermal compliance objective.

These two volume-to-line structures are in fact 1D problems due to symmetry. Hence, we can

derive the analytical optimal designs in infinite dimensional sense for both the minimum thermal

compliance and the minimum-maximum temperature case. In the following, topology optimization

of the volume-to-line structures is performed by employing three different material interpolation

models to minimize the thermal compliance.140

Optimization problem: We consider the standard minimum thermal compliance problem

for a structure composed of two materials with high (k0 = 1) and low (kmin = 0.001) thermal

conductivities, where the volume fraction of the high conductive material is denoted f . The uniform

heat generation rate is denoted by g and the thermal compliance objective function can hence be

written as
∫

Ω
gTdΩ, where T is the temperature field and Ω the modelling domain. As seen from145

the integral, thermal compliance is also equal to the average temperature. In all case element-based

design variables are denoted ρ ∈ [0, 1] but have different physcial interpretations as discussed below.

2Note that some studies in the literature assume design dependent loads, meaning that only low conductivity
regions are subject to heat generation. Apart from the heat generation going down with increasing volume fraction,
meaning that almost no heat is generated for larger volume fractions, design dependent loads do not seem to have a
big influence on the resulting topologies for the minimum thermal compliance problem. However, for the minimum
maximum temperature problem, design dependent loads result in weird an un-intended designs, where areas most
distant from the sink are fully covered by high conducting material that prevent heat being generated in those areas
and hence (artificially) lowering the maximum temperature (see Figure A3.2). For this reason we here study the
more natural design-independent problem, however, Appendix A3 considers the design-dependency in order to allow
direct comparison with the literature.
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(c)
(b)

1

0
RRs

(a)

R = Rs+L

Rs

Figure 2: Circular volume-to-line structure. (a) Design domain (one eigth of the full domain reduced by symmetry
considerations) , (b) Optimal design obtained for the optimal microstructures scheme (grey scale indicating lamel-
lar regions), (c) Optimal design for the variable thickness sheet model – both obtained for the minimum thermal
compliance objective.

A formal definition of the design problem can be found in Appendix A1. The Method of Moving

Asymptotes (MMA) algorithm [37] is used to solve the optimization problems.

Optimal microstructures scheme: It is known that rank-1 laminates are optimal for mini-150

mum thermal compliance problems and min-max temperature problems under single load conditions

[33–35]. The homogenized orthotropic material conductivity of a rank-1 laminate is

k11 (ρ) = ρk0 + (1− ρ) kmin = kmin + ρ (k0 − kmin)

k22 (ρ) =
k0kmin

ρkmin + (1− ρ) k0

k12 = k21 = 0

(1)

where, k11 and k22 are effective axial conductivities in the material reference system, ρ ∈ [0, 1] is

here the relative density of high conductive material. During the optimization process, the laminate

orientation is optimized alongside the relative density.155

Rational Approximation of Material Properties (RAMP) model[29]: Density-based

topology optimization approaches make use of penalized material interpolations schemes to enforce

0-1 solutions despite using continuous variables. Popular schemes include the SIMP and RAMP
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interpolations and here we use the latter as given by

k (ρ) = kmin +
ρ

1 + q (1− ρ)
(k0 − kmin) (2)

where, q ≥ 0 is the penalization parameter and ρ ∈ [0, 1] is aslo here the relative density of high160

conductive material. Conclusions of this work do not change if we instead would apply the SIMP

interpolation scheme.

Variable thickness sheet model [38]: If we set q = 0 in (2), we obtain the so-called variable

thickness sheet model, where ρ can be interpreted as the out-of-plane element-wise thickness. It does

not solve the original problem of distributing two distinct materials but can instead be interpreted165

as thickness varying material distribution problem. In essence, it is a model in “dimension 2 1
2”

which cannot be attained by composites of two materials [39]. Nevertheless, we include it here as

a reference model and because it reveals additional insight into the design problem. The isotropic

material conductivity is given as

k (ρ) = kmin + ρ (k0 − kmin) (3)

It turns out that for a given temperature field and bulk material density, variable thickness sheets170

have the same energy density as optimal rank-1 laminates since transverse heat conduction is zero.

Therefore it can be expected that designs of the optimal microstructures scheme and the variable

thickness sheet model should be the same for the minimum thermal compliance objective.

Analytical solution: The analytical derivations of the optimal designs are given in Appendix

A1. In order to compare the topology optimization designs with the analytical solutions, the upper175

bounds for the volume of high conductive material are chosen in such a way that the maximum

local material density in the optimal designs is exactly 1. As derived in the appendix, the resulting

upper volume bound is hence f =0.4995 for the rectangular structure and about f =0.209 for the

circular structure.

Numerical considerations: Since the minimum thermal compliance problems based on the180

optimal microstructures scheme and variable thickness sheet model are (quasi-)convex, the op-

timization should be able to converge to the global minimum starting from an arbitrary initial

guess. In this study, a uniform initial guess is used satisfying the volume constraint. The rect-

angular structure is partitioned into 200 × 40 four-node elements and the circular structure into
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100 × 100 elements. The density filter [40, 41] is used to avoid checkerboard patterns with fil-185

ter radius Rmin =
1.5L

200
for the rectangular structure and Rmin =

1.5 (R−Rs)

100
for the circular

one. Periodic boundary condition is applied for the density filter. For the optimal microstructures

scheme, the density variables are optimized by the MMA algorithm while the orientations of rank-1

laminates are set to coincide with the directions of heat flux at element centroids. The optimization

terminates when the maximum change of design variables between iterations is smaller than 0.001.190

Considering that the resulting designs here are composed of microstructures or sheets with different

thicknesses, no minimum length scale is imposed.

In the optimization using the RAMP model, an implicit minimum length scale is imposed by

design discretizations. It is known from [36] that a coarse mesh, i.e. a large implicit minimum

length scale, restricts the design freedom and results in local minima that are far from being195

optimal. Therefore the robust formulation [42] that can enforce an explicit minimum length scale

is used to study the effect of minimum length scale and to ensure convergence to discrete designs.

However, with penalization, the minimum thermal compliance problem becomes non-convex and

the optimization is prone to getting stuck into local minima. Small variations in optimization

parameters can lead to dramatic changes in design results. Hence, it makes sense to try different200

initial guesses. Qualified initial (lamellar) guesses are constructed by using the following equation:

ρ (ε, η) = min

{
2ρ0 (ε)

[
1

2
− 1

2
cos (P · 2πη)

]
, 1

}
(4)

where ε = x/L and η = y/W for the rectangular structure, ε = r/(R − Rs) and η = θ/Θ for

the circular structure, ρ0 is the analytical solutions and P controls the period of initial guesses.

Resulting initial guesses are seen in the top row of Figure 3 and the leftmost column of Figure 4.

The optimization using the qualified initial guesses is carried out for structures with different205

aspect ratios, Γ =
L

W
=

R−Rs

RsΘ
=

5

20
,

5

2−1
, ...,

5

2−5
. The largest rectangular structure is

partitioned into 2400× 480 elements and the largest circular one into 1200× 1200 elements. Three

minimum length scales, b = 0.005L,
2

3
×0.005L,

1

3
×0.005L, are imposed respectively in both phases.

The filter radius of the density filter is Rmin = 1.1b and periodic boundary conditions are applied.

A small penalty parameter q = 2 is used. The projection thresholds in the robust formulation210

are ηe = 0.7066, ηi = 0.5, ηd = 0.2934 computed following the method in [43]. The parameter β,

controlling the sharpness of projection, is doubled every 50 iterations from 1 to 64. The volume
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constraint is imposed on the dilated design and the upper bound on volume is reevaluated every

20 iterations. The optimization terminates when the maximum design variable change between

iterations is smaller than 0.01 or the number of iterations reaches 1000. After convergence, the215

design results are projected to strict black-white designs, while preserving the volume of the high

conductive material.

Numerical results: Design results for the optimal microstructures scheme and variable thick-

ness sheet model are shown in Figure 1 (b), (c) and Figure 2 (b), (c). In these two material

models, intermediate material densities also work well in comparison to material cost, so large gray220

regions can be found. When zooming in on designs of the optimal microstructures scheme and

examining the material fractions and orientations of the underlying rank-1 laminates, we observe

that the optimized designs are needle structures. This observation matches the analytical solutions

and gives us inspiration for the construction of initial guesses Eq. (4) for the optimization by the

RAMP model. For thermal compliance minimization problems under single load conditions, the225

optimal structures have a constant thermal energy density distribution in regions with intermediate

densities. Therefore the density of high conductive material changes linearly with respect to the

distance away from the heat sink for the optimal rectangular structure, and changes nonlinearly for

the optimal circular structure. Straight linear and non-linear decaying needles can be seen in the

optimal designs of the rectangular and circular structures, respectively.230

Figures 3 and 4 give the designs of the RAMP model, which clearly show that for this optimiza-

tion approach, even the simple 1D volume-to-line problems have many local minima. Best designs

obtained for each imposed minimum length scale are framed by red boxes, clearly showing that

lamellar structures always are superior to tree structures. By checking the temperature gradients

of initial guesses and design results, we observe that if a high conductive local region exists (e.g., a235

branch), the heat conduction in its neighborhood will point toward this high conductive local region

instead of towards the heat sink. This explains why the optimization converges to local minima

as soon as a branch has appeared and why most local minima are tree structures with branches.

According to the summarized results in Figure 5, designs with the smallest minimum length scale

perform better than others from the same initial guess. This can be explained by the topologies240

of designs. Longer and thinner high conductive branches or needles arise with the decrease of the

minimum length scale. Hence more regions have direct access to high conductive paths and the

structure is cooled more evenly.
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Uniform Γ =
5

2−0
Γ =

5

2−1
Γ =

5

2−2
Γ =

5

2−3
Γ =

5

2−4
Γ =

5

2−5

Initial guess

Minimum length scale b = 0.005L

Minimum length scale b = 2
3 × 0.005L

Minimum length scale b = 1
3 × 0.005L

(∇T plot)

(∇T plot)

Figure 3: Designs of the rectangular volume-to-line structure with different aspect ratios of full design domain for
minimum thermal compliance. Red boxes indicate designs with the best objective function values for the prescribed
length scale.
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Initial guess Minimum length scale
b = 0.005L

Minimum length scale
b = 2

3 × 0.005L
Minimum length scale

b = 1
3 × 0.005L

Uniform

Γ =
5

2−0

Γ =
5

2−1

Γ =
5

2−2

Γ =
5

2−3

Γ =
5

2−4

Γ =
5

2−5

Figure 4: Designs of the circular volume-to-line structure with different aspect ratios of full design domain for
minimum thermal compliance. Red boxes indicate designs with the best objective function values for the prescribed
length scale.
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Figure 5: Objective function ratios of optimized designs (c∗) compared to the corresponding analytical solutions
(c0) for minimum thermal compliance from Figures 3 and 4. (a) Rectangular volume-to-line structure, (b) Circular
volume-to-line structure

By comparing the designs subject to the same minimum length scale but originating from

different initial guesses, we find that conducting heat directly to the heat sink (needle structures)245

is better than collecting heat by small branches at first and then conducting to the heat sink

by main trunks (tree structures). Filling the whole structure is also important for a uniform

cooling. Although the local minima obtained by the RAMP model have varying performance, the

optimization can still converge to near-optimal designs when good initial guesses are used. Here

the good initial guesses consist of a certain number of gray needles close to the (near-)optimal250

minima. The obtained near-optimal designs are lamellar needle structures, in agreement with the

analytical solutions and the designs from the two other material models. Also interesting is that

this conclusion still holds when minimum length scale is imposed. As for the minimum length

scale b =
1

3
× 0.005L for the circular structure, a better design consisting of 24 needles with no

branches is obtained by using an aspect ratio Γ = 120. The curves in Figure 5 also show that the255

designs of the circular structure converge slower than the rectangular structure with respect to the

number of needles. Hence more needles are needed in the (near-)optimal circular structure. Finally,

we note that the quantitative improvement in compliance value for needle structures compared to

non-optimal tree structures subject to the same length-scale constraint is in the range of 10-20% as

can be observed in Figure 5.260
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(a)

(c) (b)

L

L/10

1

1
2

2

3

4

3

4

Figure 6: Volume-to-point structure. (a) Design domain, (b) Optimal design obtained by the optimal microstructures
scheme where points 1-4 are enlarged to reveal the underlying optimal microstructure and its orientation, (c) Optimal
design for the variable thickness sheet model for minimum thermal compliance.

3. Volume-to-point problem

The volume-to-point problem shown in Figure 6 (a) is studied in this section. The structure has a

uniform heat generation rate, the center of the boundary at the bottom is the heat sink and the rest

of the boundary is heat insulated. The material interpolation models mentioned in Section 2 are used

to minimize the thermal compliance. The upper bound for the volume fraction of high conductive265

material is f =0.3. The structure is discretized into 100 × 100 elements in the optimization using

the optimal microstructures scheme and variable thickness sheet model and 800× 800 elements for

the RAMP model. Three minimum length scales, b = 5× 0.005L, 2× 0.005L, 0.005L, are enforced

respectively. The implementation details and the values of other parameters are the same as the

previous volume-to-line problems.270

A uniform initial guess is used for the optimal microstructures scheme and variable thickness

sheet model. As for the RAMP model, it is necessary to try different initial guesses due to the

existence of many local minima. With the method developed in [44], we construct the initial
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guesses by projecting the design of the optimal microstructures scheme into different macroscopic

discrete structures through scaling of the periodicity of the cosine waves. These structures are then275

smoothed while keeping the topologies unchanged. The qualified initial guesses are shown in the

left column of Figure 7.

The optimal design for the optimal microstructures scheme consists of lamellar rank-1 with

spatially varying material fractions and orientations as shown in Figure 6 (b). One way that

enables us to interpret the design is to project it into discrete structures [44]. Since the initial280

guesses in Figure 7 are gray versions of the projected structures with the same topologies, we can

see that the projected designs are needle structures subject to an implicit minimum length scale

enforced by the discretization. The projected structure corresponding to the initial guess No.1 has

a thermal compliance of about 1.1 times that of the optimal rank-1 laminate design. It can be

expected that even better projected needle structures can be obtained by further parameter tuning.285

Solutions for the optimization using the RAMP model with robust formulation can be found in

Figure 7. Clearly, a uniform material distribution is not a good initial guess for the volume-to-point

problem. Designs subject to a smaller minimum length scale perform better than others of the same

initial guess according to the curves plotted in Figure 8. A conclusion that is quite different from the

intuitive and widespread hypothesis obtained from the observation of natural transferring systems290

and designs in numerous related studies can be made by comparing the designs subject to the same

minimum length scale. The best designs obtained for each column (i.e. minimum length scale)

are framed by red and again clearly show that needle structures instead of tree structures provide

the (near-)optimal topologies for volume-to-point problems and branching is not a preferable way to

promote heat conduction when the performance metric is thermal compliance. This conclusion still295

holds even if a large minimum length scale is imposed.

4. Min-max temperature problems

In this section, we study the same volume-to-line and volume-to-point structures as before but

now with the aim of minimizing the maximum temperature. Specifically, the maximum temperature

objective is approximated by the p-norm of nodal temperatures where p = 10 is used for compu-300

tational efficiency. The effect of p values on the optimization is studied in Appendix A2, which

also confirms that the temperature at the outer rim becomes constant as the p value approaches

infinity. Optimizations employing the three material interpolation models mentioned in Section 2
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Initial guess Minimum length scale
b = 5× 0.005L

Minimum length scale
b = 2× 0.005L

Minimum length scale
b = 0.005L

Uniform

No.1

No.2

No.3

No.4

No.5

No.6

Figure 7: Optimized designs for the volume-to-point structure for minimum thermal compliance obtained using the
RAMP scheme. Left column shows starting guesses used for different imposed length-scales. Red boxes indicate
designs with the best objective function values for the prescribed length scale
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Figure 8: Objective function ratios of optimized designs (c∗) compared to the corresponding rank-1 laminates design
(cr1) of the volume-to-point structure for minimum thermal compliance

are performed. Design discretizations and parameter settings are the same as for the minimum

thermal compliance problems unless otherwise stated. In the optimization based on the optimal305

microstructures scheme, orientation variables are now also optimized by MMA, different from the

minimum thermal compliance problems where directions of heat flux are used. Comparing with the

minimum thermal compliance problems, an adjoint problem is required in the optimization, since

min-max temperature problems are non-self adjoint (see more details in Appendix A1).

Volume-to-line structures: The analytical optimal designs of volume-to-line structures are310

derived in Appendix A1. The volume fraction of the high conductive material is about f =0.6663

for the rectangular structure and about f =0.2488 for the circular structure when the maximum

local density in the optimal designs is exactly 1. Design results for the optimal microstructures

scheme and the variable thickness sheet model are shown in Figure 9. The optimized designs for

rank-1 laminates both consist of straight and nonlinearly decaying needles when no minimum length315

scale is enforced. Similar designs can also be obtained by the variable thickness sheet model for

these 1D problems where no transverse heat transfer is present for the optimal structures.

By again utilizing Eq. (4), initial guesses for the optimization of the RAMP model and robust

formulation are constructed. A series of optimization are performed and strict black-white designs

are obtained. The ratios of objective function and maximum temperature of optimized designs to320

analytical solutions are plotted in Figures 10 and 11 together with designs with the best objective
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0 L

1

0
RRs

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Optimal designs for volume-to-line structures by (a) the optimal microstructures scheme with grey scale
indicating lamellar microstructure, (b) the variable thickness sheet result for min-max temperature.

function values. Apparently, the best designs for all prescribed minimum length scales are again

lamellar needles.

Volume-to-point structure: Because of the non-linearity of min-max temperature problems,

even the optimization by rank-1 laminates converges to inferior local minima when a uniform initial325

guess is used. Thus the minimum thermal compliance design by rank-1 laminates is used as the

initial guess for the optimization by rank-1 laminates and variable thickness sheet models for the

min-max temperature problem. The value of p in p-norm is doubled from 1 to 10 every 50 iterations

to stabilize the optimization process. As shown in Figure 12, designs for rank-1 laminates and the

variable thickness sheet model now have different topologies and the latter has a worse performance.330

This is because, as will be explained in Section 5 and in Appendix A1, min-max temperature

problems are non-self adjoint and the gradients of temperature and adjoint solution are in general

not (anti-)parallel to each other.

The optimal design obtained for rank-1 laminates is projected to construct qualified initial

guesses for the optimization by the RAMP model. The performance of design results and the best335

designs together with corresponding initial guesses are shown in Figure 13. Obviously, the best

designs are still needles. In addition, the projected structures of the minimum thermal compliance
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Γ = 40, b = 0.005L Γ = 50, b =
2

3
× 0.005L Γ = 80, b =

1

3
× 0.005L

Figure 10: Designs of the rectangular volume-to-line structure for min-max temperature. (a) Ratios of objective
function and maximum temperature, (b) Designs with the best objective function values and maximum temperature
for the prescribed length scale.

design have straight and linearly decaying needles at the sides of the design domain, whereas

nonlinear decaying needles are observed at these regions for the min-max temperature problem.

This is also because the gradients of the direct and adjoint solutions for the min-max temperature340

problem have quite different directions in these regions.

The results presented in this section were obtained for a p-norm value of 10. Obviously, the

true min-max objective is only obtained for p approaching infinity. However, high p-norm values

make the problem extremely non-linear and hence difficult to solve numerically. To investigate the

effect of higher p-norm values, Appendix A2 studies the results for p-norm values varying from 1345

to 60. For p = 1, the result is very similar to the minimum thermal compliance result whereas for

p = 60, the boundary temperature is almost constant as would be expected. The designs obtained

for p = 10 and p = 60 are virtually indistinguishable and the maximum temperature obtained for

the p = 10 case is only a few percent higher than for the p = 60 case, hence supporting the use of

p = 10 as a good compromise between numerical efficiency and accuracy.350
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Γ = 80, b = 0.005L Γ = 105, b =
2

3
× 0.005L Γ = 160, b =

1

3
× 0.005L

Figure 11: Designs of the circular volume-to-line structure for min-max temperature. (a) Ratios of objective function
and maximum temperature, (b) Designs with the best objective function values and maximum temperature for the
prescribed length scale

(a) (b)

Figure 12: Optimized designs for the volume-to-point structure by (a) the optimal microstructures scheme, (b) the
variable thickness sheet model for min-max temperature objective.
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Initial guess 2, b = 0.005L Initial guess 4, b = 2×0.005L Initial guess 6, b = 5×0.005L

(b)

(a)

Figure 13: Designs of the volume-to-point structure for min-max temperature. (a) Ratios of objective function and
maximum temperature, (b) Designs with the best objective function values for the prescribed length scale
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5. Optimal rank-1 model vs. the variable thickness sheet model

This section is devoted to a discussion of the similarities and differences between the rank-1 and

variable thickness sheet models used in the minimum thermal compliance problems and min-max

temperature problems, respectively.355

Based on the derivations in [33, 35] and in Appendix A1, the considered topology optimization

problems can be reduced to the following local problem.

min
D
∇µ ·D∇T ≥ ‖∇µ‖ ‖∇T‖

(
λmin cos2 θ − λmax sin2 θ

)
(5)

‘Local’ means we are considering a neighborhood of a point in the design domain and the material

volume fraction ρ, temperature field T and the adjoint solution µ averaged over the neighborhood by

the homogenization approach [45] are fixed. In this case, the topology optimization problem consists360

in finding the local composite that minimizes ∇µ·D∇T , where D = λ1e1e
T
1 +λ2e2e

T
2 is the material

conductivity tensor with λi, ei (i = 1, 2) denoting eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively.

The lower bound of the reduced local objective function ∇µ ·D∇T in Eq. (5) can be realized

by rank-1 laminates if the normal to the material layers bisects the angle, 2θ, enclosed by ∇T and

∇µ and λmin = k0kmin

ρkmin+(1−ρ)k0 ≤ λ1, λ2 ≤ λmax = ρk0 + (1− ρ) kmin. Because minimum thermal365

compliance problems are self-adjoint with µ = −T , material layers of the optimal rank-1 laminates

orient parallel to ∇T and θ =
π

2
. As a result, the above lower bound can also be achieved by the

variable thickness sheet model with the same material density for the minimum thermal compliance

case. In contrast, the min-max temperature problem is non-self adjoint. Combining this with the

fact that the variable thickness sheet model dictates an isotropic material with eigenvalues both370

equal to λmax, explains why the design for the variable thickness sheet model for the min-max

temperature objective is inferior to the design for rank-1 laminates.

In conclusion, the variable thickness sheet model can be used as a simple substitute for the

rank-1 model for the minimum thermal compliance problem. The resulting grey scale structure can

subsequently be interpreted as a locally lamellar microstructure with proportion of the high conduc-375

tion material equal to the local thickness variable and oriented in the direction of the temperature

gradient. In contrast, the variable thickness sheet model cannot provide a simplified model for the
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material needed for minimization of the maximum temperature.

6. Discussions and conclusions

In contrast to common understanding, this paper has shown that lamellar needle structures pro-380

vide the (near-)optimal topologies for volume-to-line and volume-to-point heat conduction structures

optimized for minimum thermal compliance and minimum maximum temperature. That is, con-

ducting heat directly to the sink works better than collecting heat by branches at first and then

conducting to the sink by main trunks. This conclusion still holds when a minimum length scale

is imposed for both high and low conductive regions. Quantitatively, improvements in objective385

function values in going from tree to needle structures are in the range of 10-30% for the considered

problems. Comparison with other methods in Appendix A3 solidifies this conclusion and shows

the superiority of lamellar needle structures, especially for the case of large material conductivity

contrast.

From the optimal designs of volume-to-line structures using rank-1 laminates, it is straight-390

forward to achieve this conclusion by checking the material volume fractions and orientations of

rank-1 laminates and analytical solutions. As for the volume-to-point structures, when project-

ing the designs of rank-1 laminates into macroscopic scale, needle structures are obtained as well.

The suboptimal designs obtained by density approaches with uniform initial guesses as well as the

majority of the results from the literature, demonstrate how easy it is for standard optimization395

formulations to get stuck in local minima. Due to the change in heat conduction directions over

the neighborhoods of high conductive branches, these local minima almost always show tree-like

topologies which are misleading. A similar suboptimal effect is seen when using constructal theory

to consecutively assemble tree networks in larger and larger scale.

Special attention must hence be paid to the existence of many local minima when discussing400

optimization approaches and design results for volume-to-point heat conduction problems. Initial

guesses projected from the designs of rank-1 laminates help circumvent local minima. Alternatively,

one must resort to very slow continuation approaches or an additional local volume constraint as

demonstrated in Appendix A4.

To further confirm our conclusions, Appendix A3 compares our results with a number of results405

from the literature which were reviewed in [20]. Those results were obtained for physically less

meaningful design-dependent problems. However, even for this problem, lamellar needle structures

are superior to all results from the literature with largest gains obtained for higher conductivity
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contrasts.

For minimum thermal compliance and min-max temperature problems under single load con-410

ditions, optimal designs can be realized by rank-1 laminates. That is, rank-1 laminates provide

the optimal local composites. For compliance problems, the variable thickness sheet model may

substitute the more complex rank-1 laminates model and result in equal designs. However, for the

non-self adjoint min-max temperature problem, anisotropic thermal conductivities are required and

hence the variable thickness sheet model becomes non-optimal.415
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Appendix A1. Analytical solutions

A1.1 Optimization problem425

When allowing composites of high and low conductive materials in optimized designs, the opti-

mization problems studied in this paper can be formulated as

min
ρ

c (T, ρ)

s.t. ∇ · (D (ρ)∇T ) + g = 0 in Ω∫
Ω
ρ dΩ ≤ f

∫
Ω
dΩ

0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1

(6)

where, ρ represents the material density distribution, T ∈ Tad is the temperature field, c (T, ρ) =∫
Ω
F (T, ρ) dΩ is the objective function, D = λ1e1e

T
1 +λ2e2e

T
2 is the effective material conductivity

tensor, g is the heat generation rate which is independent on material distribution, f is the allowable
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volume fraction of high conductive material and Tad is the set of admissible temperature fields

satisfying the following boundary conditions.

T = 0 on ∂Ω1, (D∇T) · n = 0 on ∂Ω2

where ∂Ω1 is the heat sink, ∂Ω2 is the rest of the boundary and n is the outward normal to the

boundary ∂Ω2.

The objective function is c =
∫

Ω
gT dΩ for minimum thermal compliance problems and c =430 [

1

|Ω|
∫

Ω
T p dΩ

] 1
p

≤ Tmax =
∫

Ω
δT dΩ for min-max temperature problems, where δ is the δ-function

supported at the point with the maximum temperature. When p tends to infinity, c approaches the

real maximum temperature Tmax. Based on [33, 35], the optimization problems without material

volume constraint is equivalent to

IA = min
ρ, D

min
T

max
µ

∫
Ω

[F (T, ρ)− gµ+∇µ ·D∇T ] (7)

where, µ is the adjoint solution solving the following adjoint problem.435

∇ · (D∇µ) =
∂F (T, ρ)

∂T
in Ω

µ = 0 on ∂Ω1, (D∇µ) · n = 0 on ∂Ω2

(8)

Consider a neighborhood of a point in the design domain. Assuming that the material density,

the temperature field and adjoint solutions averaged over the neighborhood by the homogenization

approach are fixed, Eq. (7) is reduced to [33, 35]

min
D
∇µ ·D∇T ≥ JA = ‖∇µ‖ ‖∇T‖

(
λmin cos2 θ − λmax sin2 θ

)
(9)

with θ and λmin, λmax defined as in Section 5. By utilizing the optimal rank-1 laminates, the440

optimization problem reduces to

IA = min
ρ

min
T

max
µ

∫
Ω

[F (T, ρ)− gµ+ JA] (10)

Considering the material volume constraint, the optimality criterion for material density distribu-
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tion is
∂

∂ρ
[F (T, ρ)− gµ+ JA] + γ = 0 (11)

where, 0 < ρ < 1, T and µ solve the primary and adjoint problems respectively, and γ is the

Lagrangian multiplier for material volume constraint.445

In general, a numerical procedure is needed to solve the optimization problem Eq. (10), involving

iterative computing of the temperature field and adjoint solution for a given material distribution

and then finding the optimal distribution for fixed fields. However, for the 1D cases studied in

this paper, the temperature field and adjoint solution can be expressed as explicit functions of the

material distribution. The optimization problems thus reduce to standard minimization problems450

subject to an inequality constraint and bound constraints, hence can be solved analytically.

A1.2 Rectangular volume-to-line structure

The heat conduction equation and boundary conditions of the rectangular volume-to-line struc-

ture are
d

dx

(
k
dT

dx

)
+ g = 0, T (x = 0) = 0,

(
k
dT

dx

)
|x=L = 0 (12)

where, k is material conductivity. Since for the considered 1D cases the gradients of temperature455

and adjoint solution are anti-parallel to each other for both minimum thermal compliance and

min-max temperature problems, material layers of optimal rank-1 laminates should direct along

x-axis. Thus k = λmax = ρk0 + (1− ρ) kmin. Solving Eq. (12), the temperature gradient field and

temperature field are 
dT

dx
=

g

k (x)
(L− x)

T (x) =
∫ x

0

g

k (s)
(L− s) ds

(13)

The reduced optimization problem Eq. (10) for minimum thermal compliance objective then be-460

comes

IA = min
ρ

∫ L
0
k

(
dT

dx

)2

dx (14)

The corresponding optimality criterion is

∂

∂ρ

[
k

(
dT

dx

)2
]

+ γ = 0 (15)
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The optimal material distribution can be computed,

ρ0 =


1 x ≤ l1

C

k0 − kmin
(L− x)− kmin

k0 − kmin
l1 < x < l2

0 l2 ≤ x ≤ L

(16)

where, C = g

√
k0 − kmin

γ
and l1 = L− k0

C
, l2 = L− kmin

C
.

Suppose no local region becomes fully solid in the optimal structure, then465

l1 ≤ 0 < l2∫ l2
0
ρdx = f

∫ L
0
dx

(17)

From Eq. (17), the relation between f and C is

kmin + f (k0 − kmin) =
1

2

(
LC +

k2
min

LC

)
(18)

The range of f is

0 < f ≤ k0 − kmin

2k0
(19)

Taking the loading and boundary conditions of the rectangular volume-to-line structure into

consideration, the maximum temperature is expected to appear at x = L. Hence, the reduced

optimization problem Eq. (10) for min-max temperature objective is470

IA = min
ρ

∫ L
0

g

k
(L− x) dx (20)

The corresponding optimality criterion is

∂

∂ρ

[g
k

(L− x)
]

+ γ = 0 (21)
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The optimal material distribution is

ρ0 =


1 x ≤ l1

C

k0 − kmin

√
L− x− kmin

k0 − kmin
l1 < x < l2

0 l2 ≤ x ≤ L

(22)

where, C =

√
g (k0 − kmin)

γ
and l1 = L−

(
k0

C

)2

, l2 = L−
(
kmin

C

)2

.

Assume no local region becomes fully solid in the optimal structure, the relation between f and C

is then475

kmin + f (k0 − kmin) =
2

3
CL

1
2 +

k3
min

3C2L
(23)

The range of f is

f
(
CL

1
2 = kmin

)
= 0 < f ≤ f

(
CL

1
2 = k0

)
=

(k0 − kmin) (2k0 + kmin)

3k2
0

(24)

A1.3 Circular volume-to-line structure

The heat conduction equation and boundary conditions of the circular volume-to-line structure

are
1

r

d

dr

(
kr
dT

dr

)
+ g = 0, T (r = Rs) = 0,

(
k
dT

dr

)
|r=R = 0 (25)

The temperature gradient field and temperature field are480 
dT

dr
=

g

2k

(
R2

r
− r
)

T (r) =
∫ r
Rs

g

2k (s)

(
R2

s
− s
)
ds

(26)

Similar to the rectangular volume-to-line problem, the optimal material distribution for minimum

thermal compliance is

ρ0 =



1 r ≤ r1

C

k0 − kmin

R2 − r2

r
− kmin

k0 − kmin
r1 < r < r2

0 r2 ≤ r ≤ R

(27)
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where, C = g

√
k0 − kmin

4γ
and r1 =

√
R2 +

(
k0

2C

)2

− k0

2C
, r2 =

√
R2 +

(
kmin

2C

)2

− kmin

2C
.

The optimal material distribution for min-max temperature is

ρ0 =



1 r ≤ r1

C

k0 − kmin

√
R2 − r2

r
− kmin

k0 − kmin
r1 < r < r2

0 r2 ≤ r ≤ R

(28)

where, C =

√
g (k0 − kmin)

2γ
and r1 =

CR√
C2 + k2

0

, r2 =
CR√

C2 + k2
min

.485

Appendix A2. Effect of p-norm values for the min-max temperature problem

To avoid solving a non-differentiable min-max problem with very many constraints, we use the

aggregated p-norm temperature. A larger p provides a more accurate approximation of the real

maximum temperature, but increases the non-linearity of the objective function which could cause

convergence problems. Hence, in Section 4 and Appendix A4, a value of p = 10 is used.490

To illustrate the effect of varying p values, volume-to-point designs by the rank-1 laminates

model for p = 1, 10, 20, 40, 60 and corresponding temperature contour are plotted in Figure A2.1,

as well as the design for minimum thermal compliance. The values of the temperature p-norm and

the actual maximum temperature are also listed. For the optimization with p > 10, the convergence

condition is relaxed due to convergence problems. As the p-norm of temperature approximates the495

real maximum temperature more accurately, the temperature along the boundary away from the

heat sink tends to equalize in the optimized designs, which is in line with the observations in [20].

Since the real maximum temperature of the optimized design by using p = 10 is only 3.7% larger

than the design for p = 60 and the optimized designs are virtually indistinguishable, it is in general

reasonable to use ‖T‖10 as the objective function to do min-max temperature optimization.500

Appendix A3. Comparison with other methods

We claim that optimal heat conducting structures are needle- and not tree-like. In order to

further substantiate this conclusion, we have compared our designs with their counterparts obtained
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Tmax = 1.206 T0 || T ||1 = 0.721T0, Tmax = 1.191 T0

10.80.60.40.20 20151050

Min thermal compliance Min || T ||1

|| T ||10 = 0.874 T0, Tmax = 1.037 T0

Min || T ||10

|| T ||20 = 0.914 T0, Tmax = 1.017 T0

Min || T ||20

|| T ||40 = 0.943 T0, Tmax = 1.006 T0

Min || T ||40

|| T ||60 = 0.955 T0, Tmax = T0

Min || T ||60

Figure A2.1: Rank-1 laminates designs for minimum thermal compliance and min-max temperature (||T||p, p =
1, 10, 20, 40, 60) and corresponding temperature contour, as well as the values of temerature p-norm and the real
maximum temperature
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by other methods. Specifically, designs by genetic algorithms and data for the designs by cellular

automaton and constructal approaches given in [20] are used for comparison.505

We note that the volume-to-point optimization problem studied in [20] is design dependent,

i.e. heat generation only happens in low conduction regions. Hence, the sensitivity analysis

is updated accordingly. Only rank-1 laminates designs are involved in the comparison consider-

ing that no explicit minimum length scale is imposed in other methods and discrete black-white

designs with nearly the same performance as rank-1 laminates designs can be readily obtained510

through projection as demonstrated in the main paper. Different ratios of material conductivities

k0/kmin = [2, 10, 50, 100, 200, 250, 400, 600, 800, 1000] are used and the maximum allowable

volume fraction of the high conductive material is restricted to be f = 0.3. In the optimization

for min-max temperature, the p-norm of temperature with p = 60 is used as the objective func-

tion. Rank-1 designs for minimum mean temperature subject to design-independent and design-515

dependent heat generation respectively are given in Figure A3.1, as well as corresponding designs

from [20]. Optimized designs for min-max temperature are shown in Figure A3.2. As in [20], two

non-dimensional thermal resistances A and R are used to assess the performance of minimum av-

erage temperature designs and min-max temperature designs, respectively. The non-dimensional

parameters are defined as520

A =
Tmean − Tsink

gLH/kmin
(29)

R =
Tmax − Tsink

gLH/kmin
(30)

where, Tmean and Tmax are the mean temperature and the maximum temperature of the optimized

designs, respectively, g is the heat generation rate per unit volume (surface), LH represents the

area of the volume (surface), kmin is the conductivity of the low conductive material. The non-

dimensional parameter R was first proposed in [1] to measure the performance of heat conducting

structures under design-independent heat generation. However, when used for design-dependent525

problems as in [20] the above definitions of A and R, ought to be scaled since the applied heat is

reduced by a factor of (1−f). However, to allow direct comparison with [20], Eqs. (29) and (30) are

nevertheless used here for the rank-1 laminates designs under design-dependent heat generation,

whereas for rank-1 laminates designs under design-independent heat generation, our obtained A

and R parameters are scaled by (1− f) for fair comparison.530
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The A and R parameters for designs obtained by different methods are plotted in Figure A3.3

with respect to (k0/kmin)f . Red and blue symbols represent rank-1 laminates designs with design-

dependent and design-independent heat generation, respectively, and black symbols are data from

[20] denoting designs by genetic algorithm, cellular automaton, constructal approaches and topology

optimization methods using ESO algorithm and SIMP model, respectively. Symbols for the designs535

by the two constructal approaches are interchanged in Figure A3.3 compared to the graph in [20]

after checking the original data from [46].

From Figure A3.3, we observe that rank-1 laminates designs (needle structures) perform signifi-

cantly better than the designs (tree structures) obtained by the other methods. When the material

conductivity contrast is small (e.g. k0/kmin = 2), designs by the genetic algorithm have similar per-540

formance as corresponding rank-1 laminates designs. However, as the material contrast increases,

designs by genetic algorithm become tree-like with more and more branches but worse and worse

performance. When k0/kmin = 250, the genetic algorithm design has a 39% larger objective than

the corresponding rank-1 laminates design for minimum average temperature, and a 49% larger

objective for the min-max temperature objective. The few cases where black points seem to be545

better than the our rank-1 results are points that use volume fractions different from f = 0.3 and

hence should have been differently scaled.

In [20], parameters A and R are expressed as functions of (k0/kmin)f

log10(AGA) = −0.8572 log10 [(k0/kmin) f ]− 0.7331

log10(RGA) = −0.8428 log10 [(k0/kmin) f ]− 0.5528

(31)

The corresponding expressions for our rank-1 laminates designs with f = 0.3 are

log10(Arank−1) = −0.03337 {log10 [(k0/kmin) f ]}2 − 0.8712 log10 [(k0/kmin) f ]− 0.7288

log10(Rrank−1) = −0.0469 {log10 [(k0/kmin) f ]}2 − 0.8331 log10 [(k0/kmin) f ]− 0.5764

(32)

where we note that a square term has been added that accounts for the much better performance550

obtained for higher conductivity contrasts compared to (31). The rank-1 laminates designs under
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design-independent heat generation are even better in terms of A and R parameters

log10(AIn
rank−1) = −0.03337 {log10 [(k0/kmin) f ]}2 − 0.8712 log10 [(k0/kmin) f ]− 0.7622

log10(RIn
rank−1) = −0.0469 {log10 [(k0/kmin) f ]}2 − 0.8331 log10 [(k0/kmin) f ]− 0.5976

(33)

In both cases, our functions almost coincide with those obtained in [20] in the low contrast limit

(where influence of topology becomes less and less important), whereas they provide much lower

estimates for higher conductivity contrasts.555

At the end we note that we have conducted optimization using different (k0/kmin, f) pairs

but the same (k0/kmin)f products. The derivation in A and R parameters can be up to 40% for

the same (k0/kmin)f product. Hence the A and R parameters for rank-1 laminates designs with

(k0/kmin, f) = (10, 0.1), (10, 0.5) are also plotted in Figure A3.3 for fair comparison with genetic

algorithm designs obtained for the same parameter value. f = 0.1 is used when comparing with560

the first design by the cellular automaton method in Figure A3.3.

Appendix A4. Approaches to improve convergence of density approaches

A4.1 Continuation approach

Minimum thermal compliance problems under single load conditions are convex when density-

based material models without penalization like the variable thickness sheet model are used. As565

soon as a penalization on intermediate densities is applied, the problems become non-convex and

prone to converging to local minima. Continuation approaches are often advisable to obtain a

better local minimum where the penalization is increased slowly with the optimization process [47].

Hence, a series of optimization problems are solved starting from the non-penalized, convex problem

ending at the one with the prescribed penalization. The design result of the previous optimization570

problem is used as the initial guess for the following problem. From Wadbro and Berggren’s work

[13], we observe that when a fine mesh, a strict convergence condition (and a slow continuation

approach) are used, hair-like designs with no obvious branches are obtained by the SIMP model in

the optimization of a volume-to-point structure for minimum thermal compliance purpose.

In the following, the volume-to-point structure in Section 3 is optimized by the SIMP and RAMP575

models respectively using a uniform initial guess to verify the ability of penalized models in achieving

(near-)optimal designs. A discretization of 800 × 800 elements is used and the filter radius of the
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k0/kmin = 2

(b)

Independent load Dependent load Ref. [20]

(a) (c)

k0/kmin=10

k0/kmin=50

k0/kmin=250

Figure A3.1: Rank-1 laminates designs subject to (a) design-independent, (b) design-dependent heat generation and
(c) designs from [20] for minimum mean temperature (f = 0.3)
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k0/kmin=2

(b)

Independent load Dependent load Ref. [20]

(a) (c)

k0/kmin=10

k0/kmin=50

k0/kmin=250

Figure A3.2: Rank-1 laminates designs subject to (a) design-independent, (b) design-dependent heat generation and
(c) designs from [20] for min-max temperature (f = 0.3)
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Figure A3.3: Comparison of designs obtained by different methods in terms of A and R parameters. Black symbols
and curves are from [20] and colored symbols and curves are from the current work. Design-dependent heat generation
is used for all the designs, except for the ones represented by blue symbols. Data of blue symbols are scaled according
to the generated heat
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density filter is Rmin =
1.1L

800
. When the maximum change of design variables between iterations

is smaller than 0.001, the optimization is considered as converged. Two continuation approaches

are used. With the first continuation approach, the penalization parameter is increased in steps580

of ∆q = 0.5 between optimization rounds up to the maximum value. In the second approach,

the penalization parameter is increased in the same way as in the first approach except that ∆q

is increased tenfold every 3000 iterations from 5 × 10−6 to 0.5. Therefore, the penalization on

intermediate densities is quite small at the beginning of the optimization when using the second

continuation approach. A maximum penalization of 3 is used for the SIMP model and 4 for585

the RAMP model. The optimality criterion method [26] is adopted to solve the optimization

problem. After the whole optimization procedure converges, design results are projected into strict

black-white, while preserving the volume of high conductive material. Design results with and

without continuation are given in Figure A4.1. The effect of the continuation approach on the

non-self adjoint min-max temperature problem is also studied. The RAMP model is used for590

material interpolation and MMA as the optimizer. Considering the nonlinearity of the problem,

the convergence tolerance is relaxed to 0.003. Other parameters are the same as the above minimum

thermal compliance problem. Designs from using a fixed penalization and the second continuation

approach are given in Figure A4.2.

As illustrated by the design results, (near-)optimal designs with no obvious branches can also595

be obtained by penalized density-based material models, when a slow continuation approach is

used. Although Wadbro and Berggren obtained hair-like designs even without a slow continuation

approach probably due to the single precision accuracy of GPUs, our work shows that a slow

increase of penalization is quite important especially in the early stage of optimization. Resulting

from the zero derivative at zero material density, the design obtained from the SIMP model without600

continuation has the worst performance.

A4.2 Local volume constraint

Enforcing local volume constraints [48, 49] could be another potential way for penalized density-

based material models to converge to better designs. To restrict local material accumulation, the

following additional volume constraint is added to the original optimization problem Eq. (6).605

[
1

n

n∑
e=1

(ρe)
P

] 1
P

≤ ε (34)
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Continuation approach 1

(a)

(b)

c*/c0 =1.41 c*/c0 =1.10 c*/c0 =1.06

c*/c0 =1.06c*/c0 =1.09c*/c0 =1.14

Without continuation Continuation approach 2

Figure A4.1: Designs of the volume-to-point structure for minimum thermal compliance by (a) SIMP model, and
(b) RAMP model and objective function ratios compared to the corresponding rank-1 laminates design

c*/cr1 =1.08, T*/Tr1 =1.13 

Continuation approach 2Without continuation

c*/cr1 =1.13, T*/Tr1 =1.16 

Figure A4.2: Designs of the volume-to-point structure for min-max temperature and ratios compared to the corre-
sponding rank-1 laminates design
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where, ρe =
∑
i∈Ne

ρi/
∑
i∈Ne

1 measures the local material volume fraction over the neighborhood Ne

of element e, Ne = {i | ‖xi − xe‖2 ≤ Rv} with xi and xe denoting the centroids of elements i and

e respectively and Rv is a prescribed influence radius, n is the total number of elements, P is the

p-norm value and ε is the prescribed upper bound.

The new volume-to-point problems incorporating the local volume constraint Eq. (34) are solved610

starting from a uniform initial guess. The RAMP model is used with a penalization q = 4 and

MMA is the optimizer. Other parameters are set as P = 8, Rv = L/60, n = 800 × 800, ε = 0.5.

The local volume constraint is switched off after 200 iterations. The optimization terminates when

the maximum design variable change between iterations is smaller than 0.01 or the number of

iterations reaches 1000. Then designs are projected into strict black-white while preserving the615

volume constraint. As shown in Figure A4.3, large material blocks on diagonals are avoided and

design results tend to be needle-like. Suboptimal topological features, i.e. wavy needles and inner

holes, are observed as in Wadbro and Berggren’s designs [13]. An alternative method of imposing

local volume constraints is based on rank-1 designs by constraining the local volume difference

between optimized designs and corresponding rank-1 designs. In addition, when a minimum length620

scale is also imposed, its relation with the local volume constraint requires extra attention to obtain

satisfying designs.

(a) (b)

c*/cr1 =1.13 c*/cr1 =1.18, T*/Tr1 =1.30 

Figure A4.3: Designs of the volume-to-point structure with a local volume constraint for (a) minimum thermal
compliance, and (b) min-max temperature and ratios compared to the corresponding rank-1 laminates designs
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